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Sensorfield delivers game-changing
remote monitoring for IIoT applications

In the epic battle to democratize IIoT, a David, in
the form of Houston, Texas-based Sensorfield,
has emerged to take on Big SCADA’s Goliath.
Sensorfield delivers a remote industrial
equipment monitoring capability to the masses
by totally rewriting the book with a gamechanging approach. Now, any organization of
any size and operating in any field of endeavor
can cost-effectively collect and track a range of
operational data points, regardless of location.
Whether monitoring power distribution facilities
in Scotland, river flood levels in rural Texas, or
oil and gas production in Canada, Sensorfield
is leading the charge with ground-breaking
innovations in product size, capabilities, ease of
deployment, and affordability.

Challenge: Sensorfield sought a global partner to ensure
dependable, performant, and cost-effective network access.
Solution: Pelion delivers a consistent access strategy and a
deterministic pricing model.
Benefit: Sensorfield can confidently address a broader
range of use-case applications, industry verticals, and
regional opportunities.
Crucial to enabling this proposition has been Sensorfield’s
partnership with Pelion. Far from simply looking to be a cheaper
alternative to SCADA, Sensorfield’s mission is to empower
organizations up and down the value chain with equivalent
capabilities matched with streamlined deployment agility. To
do this and to offer genuine cost-effective value, Sensorfield
needed a connectivity partner that would deliver against
several decisive criteria. Namely, access plans that provided
ubiquitous regional coverage at the most cost-competitive
rates, a truly global approach to high-quality cellular access,
and a similarly visionary approach that would future-proof their
expansion strategy.
Enter Pelion. In what has become a genuine partnership
approach, Pelion is delivering a managed connectivity
solution that enables Sensorfield to establish itself as a
provider that supplies a consistent, dependable, robust,
and competitive service.
“Agility is a vital attribute for Sensorfield, not only in the way we
develop our solution and address new opportunities but also in
the organizations that we partner with,” confirms Adam Williams,
business development manager at Sensorfield.
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“Working with Pelion gives us the ability to respond quickly
to customer requirements and deploy new sensors rapidly,
efficiently, and dependably, and we’re able to look beyond
the traditional market and seek out opportunities, regardless
of location. This responsiveness complements our value
proposition and reinforces our competitive advantage.”
And so, with Sensorfield’s initial focus geography being the
North American market, Pelion provides consolidated access to
the Tier 1 mobile networks that have empowered Sensorfield to
aggressively market their solution to a broad range of players in
oil and gas operations and allied markets.
Equally, Pelion is delivering the pathway enabling Sensorfield
to expand globally, with local connectivity from multiple
Tier-1 network operators complemented by a global roaming
capability empowered by Pelion’s ecosystem of 600+ network
partners. Leveraging Pelion, Sensorfield can offer its unique
remote monitoring solution to any industry, anywhere in
the world.
Looking to the future, Sensorfield knows that agility is critical,
extending beyond the flexibility that they have worked hard
to build into their product to the connectivity aspect of their
complete solution. To this end, eSIM, GSMA’s standardized
remote SIM profile provisioning capability, offers the versatility
they know will be essential to establishing and maintaining
competitiveness in a global marketplace. Therefore, Pelion’s
fully managed eSIM-as-a-Service offering is a vital strategic
enabler for Sensorfield, enabling them to transition to a single
stock-keeping unit future and satisfy the entire matrix of
customer requirements.
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A Data Star is Born
True innovation is rarer than we might imagine. Sure, there’s
the new and the different. There are iconic examples of very
clever integration - the first iPhone being a prime example but genuine game-changing innovation is very far from an
everyday occurrence.

Sensorfield visualized something completely different. For
a start, they appreciated earlier and to a greater extent than
anyone else that multiple inflection points were converging,
enabling an innovative new approach to remote production
and process monitoring. These included:

And then there are the likes of Sensorfield, a true pioneer in
remote production and process monitoring. Given an initial
focus on oil and gas operations, Sensorfield quickly recognized
this market’s need for an affordable, simple, robust, yet featurerich remote monitoring solution.

•

The very substantial advances in the processing power
delivered by modern low-cost, low-power microprocessors

•

The emergence of standardized data formatting and
delivery techniques such as MQTT

The core of the challenge facing this industry was the status
quo of SCADA; this technology had, over the years, acquired
cumbersome degrees of complexity and cost. Indeed, an entire
cottage industry of products, systems, and integration services
has grown in support of SCADA-based solutions. Even for
larger organizations involved in oil and gas operations,
SCADA had become something of a double-edged sword; too
essential to be ripped but too heavy and burdensome to be
deployed wider.

•

An ability to encrypt data directly at the sensor level,
enabling data security from source to destination

•

The emergence of cloud offerings from major players
including Amazon, Microsoft, and Google

•

The prevalence of feature-rich smartphones and their
ability to act as a portable graphical user interface,
and finally

•

The evolution of cellular technologies to the point of
virtually ubiquitous geographical coverage and delivering
high-quality, high-performance data transport

For the smaller operators, the associated costs rendered
SCADA a non-starter, effectively putting a remote monitoring
capability out of their reach. After all, in the final analysis, the
goal is an effective remote monitoring capability, not acquiring
and possessing any particular technology.
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The confluence of these multiple factors empowered
Sensorfield to take a completely clean-sheet approach to
solve the problem, and everything about their solution fortifies
their innovation credentials. Whether it’s a transmitter pack
that’s a single standardized, ruggedized form-factor with an
integrated high-efficiency solar PV cell, the highly optimized
data mapping architecture, or the streamlined use of direct-tocloud communication, Sensorfield breaks with the constraints
and costs of established alternatives. Crucially, individual
sensors - be they pressure, fluid level, temperature, vibration,
or essentially anything - are plug-and-play, interchangeable,
and quickly and easily connected to the weather-proof
enclosure. There’s no specialized hardware, no complicated
integration, and no additional on-site gateway requirements.

The final part of this Sensorfield-led revolution is the
simplified, streamlined activation process. Thanks to a
fully standardized architecture, ably supported by Pelion’s
managed cellular IoT connectivity service, clients can
operationalize a new sensor in seconds.
We often hear terms such as one-click and one-touch,
but in Sensorfield’s case, it’s genuinely authentic, and
given there’s only a single button on the pack, it would
be challenging to make things difficult! And so, users
simply mount the transmitter pack, fit the mission-specific
sensor, push the button, and start gathering and
transmitting data points to the cloud.

Leveling the
Playing Field
By totally rewriting the book with a game-changing approach,
Sensorfield has democratized IIoT. Now, any organization
of any size and operating in any field of endeavor can costeffectively implement a remote monitoring capability.
Stripper wells produce almost a third of all US oil output;
smaller, more marginal operations approaching the end of
their economically viable lives. Understandably, for those
operators that specialize in servicing stripper wells, the
margins are incredibly tight. Additionally, pumpers often
handle many dozens of sites. Their visits are typically limited
to a few minutes; they can get only a brief snapshot of the
operations at each location during any given visit.
Remote monitoring solutions, particularly complex options
such as SCADA, have traditionally been a non-starter for these
environments. Yet, there are a great many advantages to be
gained from remotely monitoring operations such as these.
For example, many operational parameters and inspection
checks traditionally requiring on-site validation are serviceable
via sensors, communicated to the cloud, and viewable on a
consolidated dashboard. This transition reduces both travel
time between sites and the time spent on-site with repetitive
tasks. The solution also provides early warning of abnormal
conditions that might result in loss of production, spills, or
some form of catastrophic failure.
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“One of our early adopters, Kansas-based Trek AEC, was
particularly interested in spill prevention,” explains Strode
Pennebaker, Sensorfield president and founder. “Spills are
one of the worst possible outcomes for operators. Not only
do they lose the product, but the resulting clean-up efforts are
extremely costly to manage and execute, requiring a significant
diversion of resources and often necessitate bringing in
external contractors and coordinating with multiple agencies.”
Trek exploits Sensorfield’s real-time monitoring solution to
deliver an early-warning spill mitigation dashboard; additionally,
they leverage the high-resolution data that Sensorfield collects
for additional cost-savings and efficiency improvements.

Spills are one of
the worst possible
outcomes
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While oil and gas operations were the initial focus - and
clearly remain an important market - Sensorfield’s capabilities
are being taken broader. Forestry, power transmission,
flood, urban lighting, transport infrastructure, and geological
surveying are some of the latest use-case applications now
deploying this previously unobtainable technology.
In the early days, Sensorfield focused on and invested
heavily in a long-range low-power radio-based solution,
even to the point of developing a complete full-featured
LoRa stack of their own. Ultimately, however, there were
concerns that this technology wouldn’t satisfy the escalating
demands for throughput and scalability, especially given its
power requirements.
The emergence of 4G LTE cellular networks, particularly
highly efficient and globally deployable CAT-M1 modems,
encouraged Sensorfield to adjust its strategy. Sensorfield
analyzed the technology and industry trends and accurately
projected that cellular would become the communication
media of choice for remote IoT. Leveraging cellular’s
subsequent advances in availability, performance, and
reliability allowed Sensorfield to consolidate around a directto-cloud solution that is now exclusively based on cellular.
Indeed, an added benefit enabled a move away from the
costs and complexities associated with an edge gateway.
Working in partnership with Pelion, this evolution has helped
Sensorfield streamline its product development process
and simplify its value proposition. “We ship the same sensor
anywhere in the world and have the confidence that it
just works,” confirms Sensorfield’s Williams; whether we’re
supporting customers in Texas or Bangladesh, it’s the same
product, leveraging Pelion’s global mobile access network.”

We ship the same
sensor anywhere in
the world and have
the confidence that
it just works
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Ready to Take on the World
Having earned its stripes in the rough and tumble of America’s
stripper well fields, Sensorfield has expanded its horizons and
its customer base. Now, it is not only an option for marginal
O&G operators. The big boys also embrace Sensorfield’s
solution, giving them reach beyond traditional SCADA and
helping them seamlessly integrate a broader range of IoT
sensors into their traditional management paradigm.
It might have taken Sensorfield seven years to become an
overnight success. Still, according to Pennebaker, the best is
yet to come: “we’re continually researching ways to expand
the functionality of our transmitter pack, the range of sensors
we support, and our cloud platform and programmatic
integration. As any innovator can attest, delivering a
streamlined solution is extremely difficult. But we’ve invested
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the time and resources to create something that works for
any remote monitoring use-case in any industry and - working
together with Pelion - is deployable virtually anywhere in the
world. There’s a saying - ‘simple is hard, easy is harder, and
invisible is hardest’ - and that pretty much sums up what’s
gone into the making of Sensorfield.”

simple is hard, easy is harder,
and invisible is hardest
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Teaming with Pelion comes on the back of being selected
by Chevron Technology Ventures’ for their Catalyst Program
targeted at early-stage tech companies. This program helps
advance cutting-edge technologies that can directly benefit
a variety of industries and accelerate further development of
Sensorfield’s technology platform across its current customer
base, leading to additional enterprise-scale growth. “I believe
an essential factor in Sensorfield achieving our potential
is partnering with like-minded organizations. Those that
intrinsically understand our business model, our needs, and
deliver the dependable, agile services that enable us to get
on with winning new business,” argues Pennebaker, “happily,
Pelion does just that.”
About Sensorfield: Houston-based Sensorfield delivers a
modular suite of wireless sensors and cloud-based software
for industrial monitoring. Sensorfield’s novel end-to-end
remote industrial monitoring system enables high-resolution,
real-time data collection and tracking. Relying on open
industry-standard protocols, the company has developed
a low-cost, solar-powered wireless solution seamlessly
integrating into existing industrial production and information
systems. Contact Sensorfield for more information or to
request a demo.

This program helps
advance cutting-edge
technologies that can
directly benefit a variety
of industries and accelerate
further development
of Sensorfield’s
technology platform

About Pelion: Pelion is at the forefront of innovating the
secure management and connectivity of IoT devices and
services. With the mission of connecting a world where
people and devices thrive, Pelion leverages a solid foundation
of connectivity and device expertise. Consequently, Pelion
delivers fully managed and future-proofed IoT connectivity for
any device, anywhere in the world. Contact us to discuss how
Pelion can support your IoT ambitions.

Contact us to find out more at
www.pelion.com/contact/
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